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Networking Services 
This is IBM Cloud the DNA way



DNA IT Solutions have been chosen as one of  
just a few IBM Partners in Ireland. Selected  
based on our experience and expertise in  
providing customer solutions that work.

We offer this enterprise cloud solution to our larger clients that have more complex requirements.  
We implement your transition, scoping and planning to make the transition easier.
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Never neglect your network
It’s easy to spend 99 percent of your time on infrastructure pieces 
without understanding how it all may or may not respond to real-
world workloads. IBM is here to help. IBM Cloud offers networking 
solutions for the real world – exclusively designed to enhance your 

traffic, satisfy your users and protect your sanity.

Protect your customer image with quality networking
Public, private and management traffic travel separate interfaces, 

segregating and securing while streamlining management.

Remove or add services on demand
Easily provision and update network resources on  

demand as your traffic needs fluctuate.

Optimize your delivery model 
Distribute resources to your end users quickly and consistently 

around the world with industry-leading redundancy and 
optimization software.

Command 

Distribute applications to your end users quickly and consistently 
around the world with a wide selection of industry-leading 

redundancy and optimization software.
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Content Delivery Network 

Give your data storage solutions longer 

reach through seamless integration with our 

Content Delivery Network — built on IBM Cloud 

locations and data centers. Avoid traffic jams 

and bottlenecks and shorten the distance your 

data has to travel to get to your end-users with  

24 geographically diverse nodes and pay-as-

you-go bandwidth.

Load balancer

Get your very own data traffic cop to distribute 

all traffic loads so no single device gets 

overwhelmed. Choose local, global, or high 

availability options suited to your specific 

workload. Activate, change, or deactivate your 

load balancing features on demand—at any time.

Appliances

Save the hassle of provisioning multiple 

hardware solutions to serve as routers, firewalls 

and load balancers. Deploy Citrix NetScaler or 

Vyatta Gateway Appliances, and quickly set 

and tweak complex network settings in an 

easy-to-use interface. Reduce your touchpoints 

quickly and easily with an all-in-one network 

appliance.

Direct Link

Save on data transfers, protect your network 

path and move data to and from your on-

premises center faster with private point-to-

point connections. All traffic across Direct Link 

and between your servers does not touch the 

public network or interfere with your public 

network traffic. You get unrestricted access to 

your servers on the IBM Cloud platform.

Choose your product
Use these products to optimize your move to the IBM Cloud high-performance global infrastructure.



Domain Name Service

Let IBM handle your .coms and .orgs. Let IBM 

handle your domain registration services, 

complete with dedicated support staff and 

customer service. Get easy-to-comprehend 

monthly summaries of account activity.

Network Security

Provide your business increased control over your 

cloud infrastructure, while helping to protect 

your servers and network.

Port speed upgrades

Get port speeds up to 10 Gbps and dual  

uplink configurations for redundant  

network connectivity.

Bandwidth packages

Deliver higher volumes of data with multiple 

public network bandwidth options, including 

metered or unmetered per server.

Extra IPv4 and IPv6 addresses

Get more IPv6 addresses in /64 blocks, or more 

IPv4 addresses in quantities of 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 or 32.

Network as a service

Empower as-a-service capabilities with 

software-defined solutions that allow you to 

set and tweak complex settings from one  

user-friendly interface.
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Get Started 
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 If you are interested in finding out  
more about IBM Cloud you can speak 
with the team at DNA IT Solutions  
about your options.  

We have been appointed one of only a few IBM 
partners in Ireland based on our expertise and 
experience.  We also offer a wide range of products 
from world class partners to ensure our clients get 
access to enterprise level IT technology.  


